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Allowing Grace: Accepting Ourselves
Wherever We Are on Our Journey

“Emotional pain is not something that should be hidden away and never spoken
about. There is truth in your pain, there is growth in your pain, but only if it’s first
brought out into the open.”
–Steven Aitchison

Welcome to May! Spring has arrived which takes the snow away and brings us
clouds and rains. Sometimes our situations in life feel like the clouds that cover
the sun, and our mood like the rains that make us cold. Here at FYP, we are all
feeling hopeful with the warming weather and the green spring buds. But we
are also feeling like we're emerging from our home cocoons, many vaccinated
for Covid-19, with varying levels of emotional damage and need for
healing. Throughout the month of May, we are eager to turn our attention and
efforts towards our monthly theme of mental health as well as providing
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can be a bridge to your wellness. Please know that when you need help, we
are here for you.
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May Blog
Our Human Resource Intern, Taylore Ehlenz, wrote the May blog this month
where she dives deep into we should notice the grateful things around us and
accept our weaknesses while we are on the life journey.
"The question "where do you see yourself in the future?" is often asked
as we get older. I get nervous when asked this because, truthfully, I have
no idea where the road ahead will lead me. Take the year-long pandemic,
for example. Jobs were lost, weddings were canceled, companies closed,
and many people lost their loved ones. All of these unfortunate
circumstances were unexpected and couldn't have been foreseen in
someone's future. So, when asked the question of where you see
yourself, don't respond based on where someone expects you to be.
Instead, respond with where you are and where YOU want to be, and if
your journey takes a detour along the way, then embrace it with
everything you have. "
Continue reading HERE.

Weekly Tarot Card Reading on Mondays at 12PM CST
by FYP Founder/CEO Ivy Kaminsky!
Head over to our Facebook page every Monday at 12pm CST for a live tarot
card reading by our Founder & CEO, Ivy Kaminsky. This live reading will be a
quick 10 minute session, but don't worry if you can't make it at 12pm! The
reading will be shared on both our Facebook and Instagram channels to be
viewed at any time!
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Elevate! with Ivy Life Coaching
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Who do I serve?
I help two different kinds of purposedriven professional women:

a) would-be entrepreneurs
who long to leave their corporate job
to find their purpose, start a
business, and step fully into your
power AND

b) business owners and lady bosses who are burnt out, stressed, and
overwhelmed to gain the clarity, the confidence, and the power to leave
overwhelm behind and put yourselves first, so you can live a happier, more
fulfilling life.

Services:
Complimentary
30 Minute
We Vibe/Clarity Call
"We will get to know
each other a bit. You
can ask questions about
my offerings and see if
we vibe."
A La Carte
60 Minute
Growth Coaching Call
"We will talk about your
current challenges, and
what you most need
coaching on."
3-Month New You: True You Growth Coaching Program
"We will talk twice per month about your current challenges, and what you most
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on. I will also work with you on any individual challenges, give Translate
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you homework, and share practices and rituals for your transformation; all while
building a solid foundation of self-worth, self-love, and self-care necessary to
reach your full potential."

Schedule a Call Now!

Social Media Campaigns
Self-Love Club
This a newer social media campaign that aims to give women the motivational
power of building self-love and self-worth through affirmations, powerful quotes,
and other inspirational women-centric content and tools.
Every Tuesday, we invite you to join our 'self-love club' and engage with us on
social media about what works for you or what you need in terms of self-love
tools. Or take part in one of our quarterly self-care challenges. We want to
motivate and educate on how to better take care of ourselves, so that we can
have the energy to better empower those women around us, whether they are
in our homes, our workplaces or our communities.

#WeRiseWednesday
The purpose of this campaign is to elevate underrepresented women and
embolden transformational growth by educating on the issues that
disproportionately affect women, and in doing so, building a strong community
that values the success of all women.
On the upcoming WeRiseWednesday, we will be focusing on Women’s
Reproductive Health including the history of it to know where we came from
and where we will go, related laws, current related issues, etc.

We will be continually posting on Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn.
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Please
stay close with us. We would like to hear your voice on current Translate
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issues or any challenges you are facing.

Books

"We are in an age where mental, emotional, and physical balance has become
our highest value. Own Your Self gives you the best possible solution on how to
change your mind, your body, and your life. Kelly Brogan, M.D., does an
amazing job combining cutting-edge information along with the practical tools
for you to live a healthier personal reality. Her clinical and holistic approach
from years of experience in doing independent research as a successful
psychiatrist will teach as well as inspire you to get real, get well, and get free."
—Dr. Joe Dispenza, New York Times best-selling author of You Are the
Placebo: Making Your Mind Matter
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"If you're the person who has "tried it all," this book is for you. If you're the
person who wants solutions that will improve mood within the hour, this book is
for you. If you're the person who wants to know how to avoid experiencing
depression and/or anxiety, this book is for you. I don't know anyone whose life
would not be GREATLY enriched by obtaining the information in this book."
–Karen Welch, Director, Nedley Depression and Anxiety Recovery
Program

Podcast

Mental Illness Happy Hour By: Paul Gilmartin
"So many of us have dealt with mental and emotional trauma in our lives. Yet so few
of us feel comfortable or even safe talking about it out loud.
Host Paul Gilmartin hopes to change this with his lauded podcast, “Mental Illness Happy
Hour.” Gilmartin interviews a variety of noted figures and celebrities about their
experiences with mental illness or trauma.
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PTSD with successful attorneys to uncovering how being raised by a parent with alcohol
addiction can affect you in many invisible ways."

LISTEN HERE.

Support Find Your Power
Make a Donation
It takes a lot people, energy, and money to run a nonprofit. We run FYP very
lean and are always working on more ways to bring in revenue, but much of our
work still depend on the generous gifts of our supporters. Make a recurring gift
or one time donation today to support our work of connecting women with much
needed resources and each other.
Donate

Subscribe

P.S. Don't keep all this great information to yourself! Tell a friend they can
subscribe by scrolling to the bottom of our home page.
...And don't forget to follow us on Social Media for the latest updates in real
time!
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